Coloring Sutro’s Treasures
This coloring book was created in celebration of Sutro’s 100 years of service to the people of California
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Call number: [Not cataloged]

Scrapbook: A collection of several hundred prints. [1657?]
[Contains a variety of subjects such as landscapes, prints, sketches, etc.]
Call number: [Not catalogued]

Scrapbook: A collection of several hundred prints. [1657]

Contains a variety of subjects such as landscapes, prints, sketches, etc.
An exact representation
of the first Aerial Ship
THE EAGLE,
now exhibiting at the grounds of
The Aeronautical Society
Victoria Road, facing Kensington Gardens.

Call number: [Not cataloged]

Scrapbook: A collection of several hundred prints. [1657?]
[Contains a variety of subjects such as landscapes, prints, sketches, etc.]
By Victorian illustrator Richard Doyle, who joined Punch when he was sixteen years old.
Schmidel, Ulrich. *Americae pars VII Verissima et incvndissima descriptio praecipvarvm qvarvndam Indiae regionum & insularum, quae quidem nullis ante haec tempora visae cognitaeque, iam primum ab Vlrico Fabro Straubingensi, multo cum periculo inuentae & ab eodem summa diligentia consignatae fuerunt. [Francofurti] Venales reperiütur in officina Theodori de Bry, Anno Christi, M.D. XCIX [1599].
Bury, Edward. A selection of Hexandrian plants, belonging to the natural orders, amaryllidae and liliaceae from drawings by Mrs. Edward Bury, ...Engraved by R. Havell. ... London: Havell, 1831.
Call number: 716 R


Bloch (1723–1799), a Berlin physician, produced what has been regarded as some of the most sublime books on fish ever created. These plates are hand colored with handwritten indices.
Bloch, Marcus Elieser. [Naturgeschichte der Fische]. [Berlin, Author, 1782–1795.] Bloch (1723 –1799), a Berlin physician, produced what has been regarded as some of the most sublime books on fish ever created. These plates are hand colored with handwritten indices.